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Golf R model shown.

The Golf
Performance Range.
Feel the drive.

Power. And then some. Volkswagen offers a captivating range of affordable
performance cars.
For four decades the Golf GTI has been an icon in its class. The flagship of
Volkswagen’s performance hatch range, the Golf R, places the driver on the very
precipice of thrill and excitement. The Golf R represents the epitome of form,
function and performance.
Thus, aspirational yet accessible, dynamic yet versatile, the Golf performance range
is the definition of style and power.

Introduction
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Exterior
The Golf GTI and Golf R models are uniquely different in appearance, but there can be no
mistaking their sporty intent. With blistering performance part of their very essence, both
cars have been designed to convey speed and potency. From the instantly recognisable front
end to the perfectly proportioned rear, each Golf performance model exudes power and
sophistication while allowing their individual characters to shine through.
The beating heart of the range is the Golf GTI, a car with little to prove but much to offer.
With its classic Golf lines and styling, distinctive 18” Milton Keynes alloy wheels, honeycombpatterned front grille and red stripe motif, the Golf GTI sets a design benchmark to which
other performance hatchbacks can only aspire.
The Golf R’s bold contours and sporty body kit mark it out as unmistakably the peak of the
model series. It features bespoke bumper designs and a front spoiler. The radiator grille and
louvres of the large air intakes are presented in stylish gloss black. Alluring 19” Speilberg alloy
wheels keep the Golf R firmly planted, while brake calipers painted in high-gloss black
adorned with prominent R logos can bring the Golf to a stop in an instant. Dual chrome
exhaust tailpipes on each side double as a visual and acoustic highlight. Premium rear LED tail
lights with dynamic indicators (Golf R hatch only) and dark tinted rear and rear side windows
complete the Golf R’s unique styling. The Golf R Wagon is finished with chrome roof rails.

01 18” Milton Keynes alloy wheels (Golf GTI)
02 19” Speilberg alloy wheels (Golf R)
03 19" Brescia alloy wheels (Optional Sound and Style package for the Golf GTI)

01

02

03

Golf R model shown.

Exterior
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Interior
The Golf Performance range has always set the standard with regard to
workmanship and quality. Every interior element, from controls and seats,
to lighting and trim, has been carefully considered to ensure the driver and
passengers feel snug and comfortable at all times.
You’ll appreciate the firm support of contoured seats during spirited
driving. As well as being fully adjustable, they offer superb levels of
comfort. The Golf GTI’s seats are finished in distinctive Clark tartan fabric,
whilst the Golf R receives smooth Vienna leather appointed seat
upholstery# complete with R logo in the backrest.

01

The Golf’s fascia design is an example of meticulous attention to
seemingly small details. Every dial, button and graphic is intuitively
positioned, ensuring everything falls easily to hand. A red theme applies to
instrumentation and lighting strips in the Golf GTI, while the Golf R stamps
its individuality with blue instrument detail, R-Specific welcome screen on
start-up, and blue ambient lighting throughout the cabin.
Golf performance models all offer excellent luggage space, particularly the
Golf R Wagon with 605 litres and luggage partition net, as well as splitfolding rear seat and load-through provision. Whilst the keyless Access,
keyless entry and the starting system makes owning a Golf Performance
model more practical and enjoyable than ever.

#Leather

appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

02
01 Golf R Interior
02 Golf GTI 'Clark' tartan upholstery

Golf R Interior shown

Interior
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Power, Safety and Technology
The Golf performance models encompass the best technologies and safety available.
Whether it’s their high-performance TSI engine, transmission, steering, suspension or
BlueMotion Technology, the Golf performance models make intelligent use of the latest
developments to produce unforgettable and safe driving experiences.
Experience breathtaking power from both vehicles in the range. The Golf GTI’s muchlauded 2.0-litre turbocharged TSI engine delivers outstanding power and torque (180kW
and 370Nm, respectively) and a driving experience nothing short of exhilarating. Also, the
Golf R’s engine channels 213kW of power and 380Nm of torque, offering heart thumping
excitement. The Golf R is equipped with the latest in 4MOTION all-wheel drive technology,
ensuring optimum grip during fast cornering. You’ll never feel more at one with the road
than in the Golf R.
Safety is paramount across the performance range and drivers can take comfort knowing
that an assortment of advanced safety technology is there for them when they need it
most. Among the aids are Front Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB) and Pedestrian
Monitoring*, which uses a radar sensor to detect when the distance to the vehicle in front
is critical and helps to avoid or mitigate a potential impact. Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
technology keeps the vehicle an optimal distance from the vehicle in front; whilst Park
Assist* (GTI only) uses sensors front and rear to identify spaces and guide drivers into and
out of them semi autonomously. Plus, Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Traffic Alert* not only
detects vehicles in the driver’s blind spot but also detects oncoming traffic when reversing
into tricky traffic.
Volkswagen's class leading technology is no more evident than with its Active Info Display
12.3” digital screen. This ground breaking technology will forever change how driver and
car interact. Take it a step further with Media Control, standard across the range, allowing
you to turn your smartphone or tablet into a remote control; while Gesture Control lets
you navigate the infotainment system with a mid-air swipe of the hand. Gesture Control is
standard for the Golf R and optional with the Sound and Style Package for the Golf GTI.

01

02

03
01 Golf GTI infotainment screen with App-Connect~ featuring Apple CarPlay®
02 Golf R infotainment screen with performance monitor
03 2.0-litre turbocharged TSI engine

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. ~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service,
and connection cable (sold separately).

Optional Packages
They’ve been tuned, styled and packed with the latest technology. But adding an optional
package takes the Golf GTI to the next level.
The Sound and Style package significantly enhances the driver's experience with its suite
of advanced and stylish features including the Dynaudio Excite 400W premium audio
system, 9.2” satellite navigation, Gesture Control and Voice Control. Plus, the ever stylish
19” Brescia alloy wheels will complete the look of your Golf GTI.

01

The optional Luxury Package takes your comfort and styling one step further with Vienna
leather appointed seat upholstery#, heated front seats, electrically adjustable driver’s seat
and exterior mirrors with memory function and panoramic electric glass sunroof.
The Golf R also has the option of the panoramic electric glass sunroof and Dynaudio
premium audio system.

02
01 Gesture Control
02 19" Brescia Alloy Wheels

#Leather

appointed seats has a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

Optional Packages
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Colours & Upholstery

Pure White

Tornado Red

Atlantic Blue Metallic (available on Golf GTI only)

Lapiz Blue Metallic (available on Golf R only)

Indium Grey Metallic

Deep Black Pearl Effect

Black/Red 'Clark' sports cloth seat upholstery (Golf GTI only)

Black Vienna leather seat upholstery#
(Standard on Golf R and optional on Golf GTI*)

#Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.
*Optional upholstery in Golf GTI has red stitching (image not shown).

Colours & Upholstery
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Volkswagen Accessories
Feel your heart race.
Volkswagen Oettinger® Accessories deliver highly crafted body-kits for an
aerodynamic performance that can't be explained; only experienced.
01
02
03
04

GTI Front spoiler and splitter
GTI Side skirts
GTI Roof spoiler with racing flaps
GTI Rear skirt with diffuser and quad tailpipe

05
06
07
08

01

05

02

06

03

07

04

08

R Front spoiler and splitter
R Side skirts
R Roof spoiler with racing flaps
R Rear skirt with diffuser and quad tailpipe

Optional 19" Twinspoke Red Edition wheels shown

Oettinger® is a registered trade mark of Oettinger GmbH. Oettinger body kits are only available for Golf GTI (MY2017 onwards) and Golf R models (MY2018 onwards). Exclusions: Not compatible with Golf GTI three-door and Golf R Wagon. Rear skirt with
diffuser and quad tailpipe not compatible with Golf R Special Edition. Front spoiler can only be purchased in conjunction with the front splitter (vice-versa). Quad tailpipe can only be purchased in-conjunction with rear skirt with diffuser (vice-versa).

Optional Packages
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Peace of Mind

5 years

Unlimited Kilometre
Warranty
At Volkswagen, we pride ourselves on
the highest quality standards that
come with German engineering.
We back this commitment with a
5 year unlimited kilometre warranty
on all new Volkswagen vehicles*.

1 year

Roadside Assist
Every new Volkswagen comes with a
1 year Roadside Assist membership^.
That’s 24 hour roadside assistance,
emergency accommodation, car
rental and towing as well as property
and other assistance, all included for
added peace of mind.

Volkswagen
Care Plans

Volkswagen Care Plans† have you
covered for your first 3 or 5 scheduled
services, providing you significant
savings off the total Assured Service
Pricing RRP. It’s convenient, hasslefree scheduled servicing easily
available for purchase at your local
Volkswagen Dealer.

Assured
Service Pricing

Assured Service Pricing# gives you the
transparency of knowing how much
your service will cost up front.
Our Volkswagen Dealers have access to
the latest diagnostic equipment and
tools. Plus, they use Volkswagen
Genuine Parts® to ensure your
Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.
You’re in safe hands at your Volkswagen
Dealer when it comes to servicing.

*Conditions and exclusions apply, see https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/warranty.html. Your rights under this warranty are provided in addition to, and in some cases overlap with, consumer guarantees under the Australian Consumer Law and
do not limit or replace them.
^Volkswagen Roadside Assist is provided by AWP Australia Pty Ltd ABN 52 097 227 177 trading as Allianz Global Assistance, under an arrangement with Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Limited ABN 14 093 117 876. Conditions and exclusions apply, see
https://www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/roadside-assist.html.
†Volkswagen Care Plans are available at participating Volkswagen Dealers for all models and covers standard items as contained in each scheduled service interval only. These Care Plans can only be purchased prior to the first scheduled service and
up to 22,500 km/15 months (whichever occurs first) for all models except Volkswagen Crafter models, which is 30,000 km/15 months (whichever occurs first). The timeframe takes effect from when the vehicle is first reported in our system as ‘sold’.
Discount structure varies by model. For details of what is not included in a scheduled service, please refer to the program terms and conditions available here:
http://volkswagen.com.au/content/dam/vw-ngw/vw_pkw/importers/au/pages/aftersales/care-plans.pdf
#Assured Service Pricing applies to the first 5 standard scheduled services of your vehicle which are scheduled to occur at every 15,000 km/12 month interval (whichever occurs first) or for Volkswagen Crafter models only, 20,000 km/12 month interval
(whichever occurs first). On or before 31 December each year, Volkswagen will publish the maximum price for a specified Scheduled Service that will be applicable from, and remain fixed for, the following calendar year only. For details on the Eligible
Model List, pricing, items not included and for full terms and conditions, please see https://au.volkswagen.com.au/service-pricing-guide.

Volkswagen Choice
Naturally we understand that your
Volkswagen represents a valuable
investment, so we understand that
you want to maintain it in premium
condition. Volkswagen Choice^ is
a finance program tailored to the
requirements of Volkswagen owners
by providing assurance around your
Volkswagen’s future value^, whilst
offering simple monthly instalment
financing options.
Whether you are selecting your new
Volkswagen for business or personal
use, you can choose the contract term
that best suits your requirements.
Enjoy the confidence that comes from
having locked in a minimum value up
front to be attributed to your vehicle at
the end of your contract^. There are also
no account keeping fees with a fixed
interest rate.

Step 1

Choose your favourite Volkswagen model.

Step 2

Choose your preferred term from between 12
and 48 months, along with an annual km allowance
and repayment options that suit your lifestyle.

Step 3

At the end of your chosen term, select from
one of the three below end of term options:

Trade in
If you wish to trade-in your
Volkswagen for a new vehicle,
all you need to do is return
it to the dealership. If the
trade-in value is higher than
the Guaranteed Future Value^,
you can use this equity towards
your new vehicle purchase.

Retain
If you prefer to retain your
Volkswagen, simply let us
know. Provided that you also
meet the relevant payment
obligations under your contract,
you can purchase your vehicle
outright for the Guaranteed
Future Value price locked in
at the start of the contract^.
Then your Volkswagen is yours
to keep. Or you can choose to
refinance your balloon at the
end of the term.

Return
All you need to do is hand
your car back and, if the
vehicle meets the agreed
kilometre and fair wear and tear
requirements^, you will have no
more to pay.

^The Volkswagen Choice Program consists of an option to return the vehicle to Volkswagen Financial Services (VFS)** at the end of the term and require VFS to purchase the vehicle at price known as the Guaranteed Future Value (GFV) as determined by
VFS . At the end of the term, you can elect to: (1) trade-in the vehicle; (2) exercise the option to return the vehicle; or (3) retain the vehicle by paying the GFV, which is a lump sum owed to VFS at the end of the loan term after all repayments have been
made. You will be liable for any loan contract deficit and additional charges, if you exceed the nominated kilometre allowance and/or the vehicle is not in an acceptable condition. Available on new and demonstrator Volkswagen vehicles for selected
models. Contact your nearest Volkswagen dealer to verify eligible vehicles for this program. Fleet, government, rental buyers, hire car and chauffeur companies excluded.
**VFS is trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services Pty Ltd ABN 20 097 071 460, Australian Credit Licence 389344.

Volkswagen Choice
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Specification Highlights
For more information on features and specifications, please download the specification sheets available at www.volkswagen.com.au.

GTI

R

Golf

Golf and Golf Wagon

2.0L TSI 180kW / 370Nm

2.0L TSI 213kW / 380Nm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front Assist with City Emergency Brake (City EB) and Pedestrian Monitoring*
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Lane Assist with adaptive lane guidance*
Traffic Jam Assist and Emergency Assist*
Blind Spot Monitor with Rear Traffic Alert*
Active Info Display
18" alloy wheels and adaptive chassis control
GTI body styling
8" satellite navigation system with App-Connect~
LED headlights and Light Assist
Leather sports multi-function steering wheel
'Clark' sport cloth seat upholstery
Electrically foldable exterior mirrors
Rear View Camera (RVC) and Park Assist with manoeuvre braking*
Keyless Access, keyless entry and starting system

Specification highlights in addition to GTI

Vienna leather appointed upholstery#
Heated front seats
Electrically adjustable driver’s seat with memory function
R body styling
19” alloy wheels
9.2" satellite navigation system
Gesture Control
Voice Control
Active Info Display
Dark tinted rear and rear side windows
Exterior mirrors with memory function
Metallic and Pearl Effect paint finishes
Luggage partition net and chrome roof rails (Wagon)
(Park Assist is not available for the Golf R)

7 speed DSG

7 speed DSG
4MOTION all-wheel drive

Metallic / Pearl Effect paint

Panoramic electric glass sunroof

Optional Sound & Style package
19" Brescia alloy wheels, 9.2" satellite navigation, Gesture Control, Voice Control
and Dynaudio Excite 400W premium audio system

Dynaudio Excite 400W premium audio system

Optional Luxury package
Vienna leather appointed upholstery#, heated front seats, electrically adjustable
driver’s seat with memory function, exterior mirrors with memory function and
panoramic electric glass sunroof

*Safety technologies are designed to assist the driver, but should not be used as a substitute for safe driving practices. ~App-Connect is compatible for selected apps with the latest smartphone versions of iOS and Android, active data service,
and connection cable (sold separately). #Leather appointed seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather.

Golf GTI model shown.

Power, Safety and Technology
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Printed in Australia
October 2019
Publication: VWPGOLPRANMY20

Important information
Apple CarPlay® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trade
mark of Google Inc. MirrorLink® is a registered trade mark of Car Connectivity Consortium LLC.
Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 14 093 117 876) of
24 Muir Road Chullora, NSW 2190. Specifications are as planned at October 2019, for Model Year
2020 and are subject to change without notice or obligation. All information is this specification
sheet is correct at the time of publication, however variations may occur from time to time
and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not be liable in any way as a
result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this brochure sheet. Authorised
Volkswagen Dealers will provide up-to-date information on model application, design feature,
prices, and availability on request.

Your Volkswagen Dealer.

